Potential Erroneous Degradation of High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) Facilities

Determine erroneous degradation magnitude of HOV facilities due to general-purpose mainline detectors misconfigured as HOV detectors.

WHAT IS THE NEED?

According to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) guidelines, reports on the degradation status of high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes is required annually. In California, these reports depend on data gathered through the Performance Measurement System (PeMS). According to the April 2018 Report to the Legislature, 65% (864 out of 1331 total lane-miles) were degraded in the first half of 2016.

However, recent studies at University of California, Berkeley (UCB) show that general-purpose mainline detectors may be commonly misconfigured as HOV detectors. In the facilities studied, this misconfiguration corresponded to about 8% to 9% of HOV detectors, or about one wrong configuration every 5-6 HOV lane-miles. It is possible that this level of erroneous data may potentially cause HOV facilities to be wrongly evaluated as degraded.

In 2016, one study investigated 32-lane miles of HOV lanes along I-210 through Pasadena. Along that corridor, 5 HOV detectors were found to have been wrongly configured. Two years after the configuration was corrected, there was an Internet Protocol conversion project along the same facilities. Immediately following the project, 6 HOV detectors were found to have been wrongly configured by the contractor. In most cases, HOV detectors are misclassified as general-purpose mainline detectors.
Erroneous degradation of HOV facilities skews performance metrics and investment priorities. In addition, it limits Caltrans’ ability to fashion policy to address multimodal transportation needs. The proposed research will assess the extent of this problem.

**WHAT ARE WE DOING?**

The research team at the UCB will perform research that explores the application of data science to improve the accuracy of performance measures and therefore directly improve the quality of management decisions. The main goal is to develop automated means to identify configuration errors of HOV lanes, leveraging the latest research in data science.

In the process of this research, a survey of data-mining methods will be assembled to cluster similar patterns and identify anomalies in HOV data. These methods will be compared for their accuracy in identifying HOV misconfiguration.

The best method will be selected to determine the HOV sensors that are likely misconfigured over a larger region, such as one Caltrans district. These HOV sensors will be compared with their mainline neighbors to see if they are wrongly degraded. Finally, a report will summarize findings and assess the extent and seriousness of the problem.

**WHAT IS OUR GOAL?**

It is currently unknown how widespread or serious this HOV misclassification is. However, there appears to be no protocol for Caltrans maintenance to check whether detectors are connected to the correct physical terminals in the controller. Furthermore, there are no data analysis tools to check flow patterns and automatically flag this kind of misconfiguration error.

Therefore, the goal of this project is to create a method to detect likely HOV misconfiguration errors and to reveal the magnitude of the problem.

**WHAT IS THE BENEFIT?**

Automated detection of misconfiguration errors will provide a more efficient and timely way of finding problems with PeMS data and field elements. Moreover, it will improve the efficiency and reliability of every future project that uses HOV data from PeMS for any type of analysis, because the initial step of checking that the data are trustworthy will have been completed.

Honest and accurate assessment of HOV-lane facilities performance may show that the reported degradation is greater than actual degradation. This may obviate the need to bring a wrongly degraded facility into compliance under FHWA guidelines, thus enabling Caltrans to provide more flexible operating policies for HOV-lane facilities.

Increasing the quality of information available to Caltrans management will directly improve investment decisions related to the operations of HOV-lane facilities. Better decisions will translate to better environmental outcomes and save money by preventing unnecessary projects.

**WHAT IS THE PROGRESS TO DATE?**

The task started on April 1, 2020 and the kickoff meeting has been scheduled for May 29, 2020.